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Abstract: Force perception is the primary means for operators to perceive the environment accurately, and a contact
force rendering method based on the robot dynamics is proposed for rigid contact tasks. Firstly, the normal contact force
is calculated by the rigid contact model and the robot dynamics, and then the tangential force is calculated according to
the friction model. In order to improve the computational stability, the flexible joint model is designed, and the additional
force and torque are used to compensate the pose error introduced by the sampling calculation. Finally, the proposed
algorithm is verified in our self-developed robot simulation system, experiments show that the algorithm has high
real-time performance, and the stable contact between the robot with the environment can be achieved through the master
hand motion filtering and feedback force variable stiffness rendering in human-computer interaction.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As the most promising method to solve the delay problem of
teleoperation, virtual reality has already played an important
role in the field of telerobot pre-simulation and auxiliary
operation[1-3]. In all kinds of teleoperation tasks, vision is
responsible for the overall perception of the environment,
and force is an effective supplement to vision, which
completes the precise perception of the environment in
contact tasks. In contact tasks, more than 70% of the
environmental perception information is derived from
force[4]. Especially in rigid contact tasks, in which tiny
position errors may cause very large contact force. So, it is
difficult to complete the remote contact task safely and
effectively without force guided [5-7].
In order to solve the problem of contact force rendering in
virtual environment, Jiancheng and Faulring put forward a
contact force rendering method based on admittance control
and geometric constraint[8, 9]. The algorithm has high
computational stability, but its algorithm and structure are
complex, and its implementation cost is high. And in the
contact stage, the operation target will have a significant
equivalent quality[10], so the operator's physical burden
will also be larger. Huijun and Juan proposed a contact force
calculation method based on the environmental dynamics
model[11,12]. The algorithm has high realtime performance,
but the dynamic parameters of the environment need to be
identified on-line. So a vibration suppression algorithm
should be need when the environmental stiffness is large,
and the process is difficult and with high risk. And in the
calculation process, the contact force between two sampling
points is calculated according to the current state. Therefore,
the sum of the impulse calculated by this method is greater
than the penetration impulse, which destroys the passivity of
the physical collision, and will introduce excess jitter, and
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even leads to system instability. Yim proposed a virtual
contact force calculation method based on measured data
modeling[13]. The contact force calculated by this method
has high fidelity, but it is only suitable for accurate
environment and requires additional equipment, which is
difficult to achieve in many cases. Hongyi proposed a
contact force calculation method based on collision
detection[14], the method can be applied to complex
geometry scene, and the real-time performance of the
algorithm will not decrease with the complexity of the
model, but it requires a lot of memory to achieve accurate
collision detection. Park proposed a force calculating
method based on the object dynamics model [15]. This
method can simulate physical contact, but it is only suitable
for free moving objects. In addition, the artificial potential
field method[16,17] and virtual fixture [18,19] can also be
used to calculate the virtual guiding force according to the
distance between the tool and the obstacle or operation
target or the predetermined trajectory, but it is generally not
used for contact force calculation.
In order to render the contact force of the virtual robot
steadily in rigid contact tasks, a rendering method based on
the dynamic model of the robot is proposed in this paper. In
this method, the dynamic parameters of the environment are
replaced by the robot dynamics, which can be calculated
beforehand, so the delay and security problems introduced
by online parameter identification are eliminated. In the
process of physical simulation, in order to improve the
stability of computation, a flexible joint model is designed,
and the additional force and torque are used to compensate
the pose error introduced by the sampling data calculation.
Finally, the proposed algorithm is verified in our self
developed robot simulation system, experiments show that
the algorithm has high real-time performance, and the stable
contact between the robot with the environment can be
achieved through the master hand motion filtering and
feedback force variable stiffness rendering in human
computer collaboration.
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2

ALGORITHM

The robot is driven by joint torques, let Ĳ are joint torques of
the robot, and F is the contact force of the end tool. Without
considering the mass of the robot, the formula(1) can be
obtained according to the principle of conservation of
energy.
(1)
F δ x = Ĳδ ș
In which, δ x is the tiny increment of the robot's end in
cartesian space, and δ ș is the tiny increment in the joint
space.
According to the definition of the robot Jacobian matrix, the
formula(2) can be obtained.
δ x = J (ș )δ ș
(2)
In which, J (ș ) is the Jacobian matrix of the robot.
Therefore, without considering the mass of the robot, the
contact force at the end of the robot can be expressed as a
function of the joint torque, as formula(3).
(3)
F = J − T (ș ) Ĳ
But the actual robot always has mass, so the robot joint
torques not only to overcome the end contact force, but also
to compensate the gravity and change the motion state of
robot. The dynamic model of the robot is as follow:
(4)
Ĳ = M (ș )ș + V (ș , ș) + G (ș )
In which, M (ș ) is the mass matrix, V (ș , ș) is the vector of
centrifugal force and coriolis force, and G (ș ) is the vector
of gravity.
In the rigid contact operation task, for safety, we need to
make the robot flexible. So the stiffness of the end tool and
environment is much larger than the robot's closed-loop
stiffness. Therefore, it can be considered that there is no
penetrating motion between the robot and the environment,
and the joint torque of the robot can be expressed as follow:
(5)
Ĳ d′ = M (ș )șd + V (ș , șd ) + G (ș )
In which, ș is the current joint angle vectorˈ șd and șd are
the expected joint velocity and acceleration, which depends
on the position increment of the main hand after the
collision and the path planning algorithm of the robot.
Therefore, the traditional mass damping spring model can
be improved, and the static contact force can be directly
calculated according to the dynamic model of the robot as
follow.
(6)
F = − J − T (ș ) ⋅ ( M (ș )ș + V (ș , ș ))
s

d

d

But in the actual process of contact, a lthough the robot will
not penetrate the contact surface, bur the tangential motion
still exists. So, the contact force directly calculated in
formula (6) is effective only in the normal, and the
tangential contact force should be calculated according to
the friction model. The contact force can be decomposed as
formula(7).

f = Fn + Ft

(7)

In which, Fn and Ft are the normal contact force and the
tangential friction, respectively.
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In addition, the normal direction of the contact surface will
change with the contact position, so the change of the
normal velocity also needs to include in the contact force
calculation. According to the momentum theorem,
formula(8) can be acquired.

³

t +T

t

Fsn dt = ³

t +T

t

Fn dt + M x (ș ) ³

t +T

t

vn dt

(8)

In which, M x (ș ) is the mass matrix in Cartesian space,
Fsn is the normal component of Fs , vn is the normal
component of the acceleration of the robot end. And T is
the sampling period.
According to the definition of the Jacobian matrix, the
normal acceleration can be acquired.
(9)
v = (( J (ș )ș + J (ș )ș) ⋅ n)n
n

From formula(3) and (9), we can obtain formula(10).

M x (ș ) = J − T (ș ) M (ș ) J −1 (ș )

(10)

And formula(11) is used in the actual calculation.

³

t +T

t

vn dt = −(1 + e)vn

(11)

In which, e is the equivalent rebound coefficient of the
collision process, which depending on the elastic coefficient
of the robot and the environment.
The tangential friction can be expressed as:
 μ sgn (vt ) Fn ,
vt ≥ vσ
°
Ft = ® vt
(12)
° v μ sgn (vt ) Fn , else
¯ σ
In which, n is the unit normal vector for the contact surface,
μ is the coefficient of friction, vt is the speed on the tangent
and the threshold vσ is used to weaken the friction jitter
caused by the calculation error.
When the object is a flexible object, we can use the proton
spring model to describe the object[12], and its dynamic
model can identify online easily[11]. The contact force
model can be expressed as:

f = mx + bx + kx

(13)

In which, f is the contact force, x is the deformation of the
environment, m ǃ b ǃ k are dynamic parameters for the
object(equivalent mass, damping coefficient and elastic
coefficient).
So, the dynamic equations of the contact between the robot
and the environment can be obtained.
(14)
Ĳ = M (ș )ș + V (ș , ș) + G (ș ) + J T (ș ) f
d

And, the joint acceleration vector of the robot is as follows:
(15)
ș = M −1 (ș )( Ĳ − V (ș , ș) − G (ș ) − J T (ș ) f )
d

In the ideal case, the simulation of the robot can be realized
by using the numerical integration according to the
acceleration of the robot. However, in the physical based
robot simulation method, all the links of the robot are driven
by the forces and torques of the joints. Due to the limitation
of the computation time, the discrete integral cannot
simulate the real motion process of each link, and
calculation error would appears. In order to eliminate the
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pose error of links, we need to exert force and torque on
every link. In order to improve the solution stability and
reduce the penetration phenomenon, flexibility joints model
should be used[20]. According to the designed joint
damping kv and stiffness k p the expected joint torque Ĳ d can
be calculated, and the additional restoring force and torque
can be calculated according to the following method.
If the theoretical position and centroid speed of link i
calculated from the joint state are i xi and [ i vi i Ȧi ]T . And
the actual position and velocity of the link are i x′i and

[ i v 'i i Ȧ'i ]T , respectively, so the external force and torque
added to the links are as follows:

ª i Fi º
« i » = kvi
«¬ N i »¼

ª mi ( i vi − i vi′ ) / T º
i
i
« Ci i
» + k pi ( xi − xi′)
i
«¬ I i ( Ȧi − Ȧi′ ) / T »¼

(16)

In the operation task, in order to reduce the burden of the
operator and let the operator to accurately perceive physical
contact force, dynamic torque compensation is used to the
master manipulator. So the equivalent quality of the robot is
much greater than that of the master manipulator. When a
collision occurs, the normal velocity’s change will cause
large contact force, but restricted by the reaction time, the
operator’s arm stiffness and damping will not immediately
increase. In this case, the master hand will pop up, and may
cause an accident when the teleoperation system containing
a real robot. In order to achieve smooth contact with the
environment, it is necessary to render the virtual feedback
force with variable stiffness [21]. Let f b is the contact force
feedback to the master manipulator.

f b = S (t ) f

Fig.1 Experiment platform

In the experiment, the stiffness of the robot operating
environment (a stainless steel fusion reactor) and the
operating target (three insulating beryllium tiles) is larger, as
shown in figure 2.

Fig.2 Work environment of the robot

When an obstacle occurs in the environment, the scanned
point cloud data and the reconstructed 3D scene are shown
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.

(17)

In which, S (t ) is the variable stiffness function, which is an
increasing function with time. Let the collision occurred at
t = 0 , and the S (t ) meets: S (t ) = 0 when t ≤ 0 , S (t ) = 1
when t ≥ t0 . As humans are more sensitive to the force
reaction, so t0 is generally below 0.1s.

3

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to adapt to the unstructured environment
teleoperation tasks, the structure light is used to model the
slave environment on-line in our system. The experiment
platform is shown in figure 1, contains a black and white
multi line structured light scanner (CP-300 3D CaMega), a
3dof master manipulator Omega.3 (Force Dimension), a
6dof robot (Stäubli TX60L), a 3dof holder and a set of 3D
projection system. In addition, there is a graphical
workstations running virtual reality system and a server
running master program. All devices communication
through network, besides the master manipulator to the
server through USB2.0. The master control software and
virtual reality software are developed by C++ language, and
the development environment is VS2010.

Fig.3 Point cloud when an obstacle appeared

Fig.4 Virtual reality scene with an obstacle
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Since the human beings have the persistence of vision
phenomenon, so the operator will feel the video is
continuous when the video refresh frequency is more than
24Hz. However, if we want the operator feel the force
continuous, the refresh rate of the feedback force shuold be
more than 200hz. And in order to ensure the operator feel
the force smoothly, the refresh rate should be more than
1000Hz[22]. Therefore, the graphics processing and the
physical simulation using two separate threads in the
program, physical simulation and graphics refresh rate are
shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 (in order to ensure the
stability of the image display,the vertical sync is enabled in
the graphics rendering). From Figure 5 and Figure 6 we can
see that the graphic refresh rate is more than 57Hz, and the
force feedback rate is more than 1100Hz. Therefore, both
the graphic rendering rate and force feedback frequency are
meet the continuous perception demand of the operator.

8
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5
force(N)

61.5

contact force between the robot and the environment is
shown in figure 7.
From the figure we can see that the calculated contact force
contains significant jitter. This is due to the first and second
order differential of the joints is used when calculating the
virtual contact force, so it’s very sensitive to joint jitter.
However, the jitter of the operator is inevitable when
operating the master manipulator, so the contact force
calculated from the dynamical model jittering heavily.
Therefore, in order to complete the contact task smoothly, it
is necessary to smooth the feedback force.
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Fig.7 The calculated normal contact force
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Previous studies have shown that the contact force is a low
frequency signal with high energy, and the high frequency
dynamics part of force feedback may cause the unstable of
the contact force rendering and perception[23], so a low
pass filtering is needed for the calculated contact force. In
order to determine the cut-off frequency of the filter, we first
sampled the calculated contact force at the speed of 2000Hz,
and then the fast fourier transform(FFT) is carried out,
figure 8 showing the 0-50Hz band of the transformation
result.
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Fig.6 Physical simulation frequency

The inertia and centroid of each link can be calculated by
numerical integration method before the task, according to
the distribution of vertices and triangles in its 3D model.
The virtual robot is controlled by the master manipulator to
perform the tile replacement task, and the computed normal
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Fig.8 FFT result of the contact force

According to the results of fast Fourier transform, a low pass
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filter with cut-off frequency of 35Hz is selected to filter the
calculated contact force, and the filtering result is shown in
figure 9.
8
Original
Filtered

7
6

force(N)

5
4
3
2
1

in free movement; 2) affected by the influence of the
reaction delay, the operator can not immediately adjust the
damping and stiffness of his arm to produce a reasonable
force to counteract the feedback force at the moment of
collision occurrence.
As the main reason of the contact force jitter is the jitter of
the master manipulator, so the other way to smooth the
contact force is the master hand motion filtering. The master
hand motion jitter mainly comes from two aspects, one is the
operator factors (such as motion error adjustment and arm
muscle fatigue, etc.), the other is the device factors (such as
electromagnetic interference and non rigid characteristics,
etc.). The expected motion of the operator is generally low
frequency, and the modal difference is relatively large to the
noise. Therefore, it is possible to use a simpler filtering
algorithm to separate them. Eliminate rough values and
filter the motion of the master hand using a sliding average
algorithm. The result is as figure 11.
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time(s)
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From figure 9, we can see that although low-pass filtering
can smooth the contact force directly calculated, but the
delay introduced by it will cause visual, motion and force
feedback do not correspond in time dimension. Therefore,
the operator can't adjust their arm in real-time to control the
change of contact force, which will cause high energy surge
and position jitter in contact process, and can not provide
operators with good operation experience.
The jitter data in the calculated force can be obtained by the
result of the filtering( shown in Figure 10).
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Fig.9 Contact force after low pass filtered
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Fig.11 Position increment of the master hand
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From figure 11, we can see that the jitter data in the position
increment of the master hand can be eliminated using simple
filtering algorithm, and do not introduce obvious delay. The
virtual contact force calculated according to the position
after filtering is as follows:
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Fig.10 Jitter data of the contact force

From the contact force jitter data shown in figure 10, we can
see that: 1) the greater the contact force, the more serious the
contact force jitter; 2) the contact force jitter at the start of
the collision is greater than that of the collision separation. I
think there are two reasons for this phenomenon: 1) the
operator is a control system with low frequency and high
flexibility, the damping and stiffness of the arm is very small
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Fig.12 The calculated normal contact force
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From figure 12, we can see that the amplitude of contact
force jitter has been significantly reduced after master hand
motion filtering, and the energy is more dispersed, so there
is only very small jitter of force can be sensed through the
master hand. From figure 11, we can see that there is no
obvious beating of the main hand position even at the
moment of collision occurrence. So the contact task can
carry out smoothly through this method.
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